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TO TEACHERS

for First

is to pro-

xies that

iriety and

independ-

ased from

the pre-primer level through the primer and first

reader. Abundant repetition of vocabulary has

been provided.

Each exercise serves a specific purpose in

developing desirable skills and abilities in begin-

ning reading. These exercises include:

ctures

parts through picture matching

nd phrases with pictures for concept building

s in story sequence

cercises

on exercises

™ 0 r __Jently

11. Word building—endings s, ed, ing

12. Review of initial consonants

13. Finding little words in big words

14. Matching words beginning with capitals and small letters

15. Making an alphabet booklet

16. Yes-No exercises

17. Sentence Recognition Tests

18. Comprehension Tests

19. Word Recognition Tests

20. Cover-all Tests

The vocabulary is the same as that used in

First Reader Level One, I Know a Secret, and

the words have been introduced in the same

order. The new words added are draw, line,

and words.

Directions to the teacher will be found on

each page. Directions for giving the Sentence

Recognition Tests and the Word Recognition

Tests will be found on pages 111 and 112.

The Cover-all Test on pages 106-110 and the

Word Recognition Test No. IX (on page 105)

should be removed before the Workbooks are

given to the children. These tests are to be

used as final measures of the pupil’s work with

the various types of exercises that have been

presented. The tests also serve as a permanent

record for each pupil.

The Diagnostic Chart for general “over-all”

rating in the back of the Primer Workbook may
be used as a general appraisal of reading achieve-

ment through the primer and first reader levels.

This chart will serve as a permanent individual

record for the teacher’s file.
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Directions: (To be used with page 1 of the First Reader.) Colour the pictures as you like.
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TO TEACHERS

The purpose of this Workbook for First

Reader Level One, I Know a Secret, is to pro-

vide easy and interesting reading activities that

the pupil can carry on independently.

In order that he may do this, the variety and

range of exercises and opportunity for independ-

ent reading have been gradually increased from

1 . Colouring large pictures

2. Interpreting story parts through picture matching

3. Matching words and phrases with pictures for concept building

4. Matching words

5. Arranging pictures in story sequence

6. Creative drawing

7. Multiple-choice exercises

8. Sentence completion exercises

9. Solving riddles

10. Reading independently

11. Word building—endings s, ed, ing

12. Review of initial consonants

13. Finding little words in big words

14. Matching words beginning with capitals and small letters

15. Making an alphabet booklet

16. Yes-No exercises

17. Sentence Recognition Tests

18. Comprehension Tests

19. Word Recognition Tests

20. Cover-all Tests

The vocabulary is the same as that used in

First Reader Level One, I Know a Secret, and

the words have been introduced in the same

order. The new words added are draw, line,

and words.

Directions to the teacher will be found on

each page. Directions for giving the Sentence

Recognition Tests and the Word Recognition

Tests will be found on pages 111 and 112.

The Cover-all Test on pages 106-110 and the

Word Recognition Test No. IX (on page 105)

should be removed before the Workbooks are

given to the children. These tests are to be

used as final measures of the pupil’s work with

the various types of exercises that have been

presented. The tests also serve as a permanent

record for each pupil.

The Diagnostic Chart for general “over-air’

rating in the back of the Primer Workbook may
be used as a general appraisal of reading achieve-

ment through the primer and first reader levels.

This chart will serve as a permanent individual

record for the teacher’s file.

the pre-primer level through the primer and first

reader. Abundant repetition of vocabulary has

been provided.

Each exercise serves a specific purpose in

developing desirable skills and abilities in begin-

ning reading. These exercises include:
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Directions: (To be used with page 1 of the First Reader.) Colour the pictures as you like.
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Guess

Do this.

Find tail in the story.

Draw a line under tail.

Find wiggle in the story.

Draw a line under wiggle.

Find again in the story.

Draw a line under again.

2

Directions: (To be used with pages- 1-3 of the First Reader.) Upper Exercise: Read each part of the story. ..(Teach
the new words draw and line. Help the children find the first word in the story above, then let them complete
the exercise. )



“I know what it is,” said Nancy.

“It is a rabbit - a baby rabbit!”

“It is not a rabbit.

It can swim !
” said Bob.

“Is it a turtle?” said Nancy.

“It is not a turtle,” said Bob.

“I give up!” said Nancy.

“Come and see it,” said Bob.

Nancy said, “A yellow duck!

A little yellow duck!

See it wiggle its tail!”

Do this.

Find know in the story.

Draw a line under know.

Draw a line under rabbit.

Draw a line under swim.

Draw a line under turtle.

Draw a line under give.

“It is not a kitten.”

Bob said, “It is not a frog.”

“It is not a turtle.”

“I come up!”

Nancy said, “I give up!”

“I run up!”
3

Directions: (To be used with pages 4-5 of the First Reader.) Upper Exercise: Read each part of the story.
Then find the picture that it tells about and draw a line to it. Read the sentences. They will tell you what
to do. Lower Exercise: Read the beginning of each sentence. Then draw a line under the phrase that
tells what each one said.



Directions : (To be used with pages 4-6 of the First Reader) Look at each picture Then look at the words beside

the picture and draw a line under the word that the picture tells about.



1.
What did Bob have?

a turtle a rabbit a duck

«2. What did the duck have?

a little tail a little turtle a little talk

3. What did Nancy do?

go away give up go home

4. What can the yellow duck do?

play with Bob wiggle its tail guess again

1. Bob said,

“Guess what I want!” “Guess what I have!”

2. Bob said,

“It can run.” “It can swim.” “It can play.”

3. Nancy said,

“Is it a kitten?” “Is it a doll?” “Is it a balloon?”

4. It has

a little ball. a little train. a little tail.

5. It can

play with me. wiggle its tail. get the toys.

6. Nancy said,

“I can not guess.” “I.know what it is.”

5

Directions: (To be used with pages 4-6 of the First Reader.) Upper Exercise: Read each question, then draw a line
under the word or phrase that answers it. Lower Exercise: Read the beginning of each sentence, then read the
phrases below it. Draw a line under the phrase that makes the sentence true.



The Rabbit

This is a little rabbit.

It came from the farm.

Bob and Nancy like the rabbit.

They have fun with it.

Do this.

Find came in the story.

Draw a line under came.

Draw a line under from.

said can run

baby come now

sing man red

ride cake ran

see help saw

saw came ride

come cow rabbit

6

Directions: (To be used with pages 7-9 of the First Reader.) Upper Exercise: This exercise is self-explanatory.

Lower Exercise: Draw a line under the words in each column that begin with the same letter as the word at

the top.



The Duck and the Puppies

Here is a little duck.

Here are two puppies, too.

The puppies saw the duck.

They saw it wiggle its tail.

One puppy ran after the duck.

But the duck did not want to play.

It was afraid of the puppy.

What did the little duck do?

Do this.

Find afraid in the story. Draw a line under of.

Draw a line under afraid. Draw a line under puppy.

1.

The duck

was at home. was afraid. was after.

2. It was afraid
V

of the turtle. of the rabbit. of the puppy.

3. The puppy ran

after the duck. after the boy. after the rabbit.

7

Directions: (To be used with page 9 of the First Reader.) Upper Exercise: Read each part of the story. Then
find the picture that it tells about and draw a line to it. Lower Exercise: Read the beginning of each sentence.
Then find the phrase that makes the sentence true and draw a line under it.



0

Score

Bob said, “Guess what I want, Nancy!”

Bob said, “Guess what I have, Nancy!”

1

Nancy said, “Is it a turtle, Bob?”

Nancy said, “Is it a rabbit, Bob?”

2

Nancy said, “I know what it is.”

Nancy said, “I will guess again.”

3

The duck can wiggle its tail.

See the duck wiggle its tail!

4

Nancy said, “I give up!”

Nancy said, “I can not guess.”

5

The little duck likes to swim.

The little duck came from the farm.
i

6

The duck was afraid of the puppy.

The duck ran away from the puppy.
8

Sentence Recognition Test No. I. Directions : (To be used after page 9 of the First Reader.) Directions for giving

this test will be found on page 1 1 1 of this Workbook.



Score

is do be now came

of Oh see not come

it to its can baby

do its of and give

not turtle guess walk know

Bob what have wiggle here

Nancy with has want farm

guess again know from from

swim talk puppy walk saw

said tail play went was

away look puppies will now

tail away wiggle wanted came

again afraid yellow where now

guess are little rabbit but

duck home again kitten ran

give but puppy turtle you

9

Word Recognition Test No. I. Directions : (To be used after page 9 of the First Reader.) Directions for giving this

test will be found on page 112 of this Workbook.



A Story About a Duck

“Help! Help! Who will help me

A rabbit said, “What do I hear?

I can run fast.

I shall see who wants help.”

And away he ran.

The rabbit saw Yellow Duck.

He said, “What do I hear?”

Yellow Duck said, “Oh, Rabbit!

What can I do?”

Do this.

Find who in the story. Draw a line under hear.

Draw a line under who. Draw a line under about.

1. Who said, “What do I hear”?

the puppies the duck the rabbit

2. Who said, “What can I do”?

the puppies the duck the rabbit

3. Who said “I can run fast”?

the rabbit the duck the puppies
10

Directions: (To be used with page 10 of the First Reader.) Upper Exercise: Read each part of the story. Then
find the picture that it tells about and draw a line to it. Lower Exercise: Read each question, then draw a line
under the word or phrase that answers it.



“Mrs. Hen had some corn.

Now she wants my corn.

She will run after me.

What can I do?”

The rabbit said, “Oh! Oh!

Run, Yellow Duck, run fast!

Run as fast as you can!”

So Yellow Duck ran fast.

(v
’

V , j

Do this.

Find Mrs. in the story. Draw a line under corn.

Draw a line under Mrs.

Draw a line under some.

Draw a line under so.

1. The duck had corn. 4. The duck ran

said some swim for fast frog

2. The yellow duck

ran run ride

5. Mrs. Hen ,too.

run ride ran

3. She ran away the hen. 6. What the duck do?

from farm for

n
come can corn

Directions: (To be used with pages 11-12 of the First Reader.) Upper Exercise: Read each part of the story.

Then find the picture that it tells about and draw a line to it. Lower Exercise: Read each sentence. Then
find the word that makes the sentence true and draw a line under it.



ThenYellow Duck saw the turtle

She ran to the turtle. ^
She ran as fast as she could.

_llv

Do this.

Find then in the story. Draw a line under could.

Draw a line under then.

come

1. Yellow Duck had some corn

could

about

2. Mrs. Hen ran the duck. afraid

after

catch

3. She wanted to the duck. come

could

4. She wanted corn.

12

soon

some

said

Directions: (To be used with pages 13-15 of the First Reader.) Upper Exercise: This exercise is self-explanatory.

Lower Exercise: Read each sentence. Then find the word that makes the sentence true and draw a line under it.



The turtle had some corn.

The boys had some corn.

The duck had some corn.

fU

Just then the duck saw a girl.

Just then the duck saw a lamb.

Just then the duck saw a turtle.

Mrs. Rabbit wanted the corn.

f?}

Mrs. Hen wanted the corn.

Mrs. Turtle wanted the corn.

The kitten was crying. (h
The turtle was crying.

The duck was crying.

Do this.

Find just . Draw a line under crying.

Draw a line under just.

13

Directions: (To be used with pages 14-15 of the First Reader.) Read the sentences in each box, then look at the

picture opposite. Draw a line under the sentence that tells about the picture.



A turtle saw Yellow Duck.

He saw Mrs. Hen, too.

He said, “Come here, Yellow Duck.

I will tell you something.

I know what you can do.”

The turtle said something.

Mrs. Hen did not hear.

But the duck laughed.

Then down, down, down she went.

She said, “I like the water.”

Mrs. Hen said, “Stop, Yellow Duck!

I can not go in there.”

But Yellow Duck,

and the turtle,

and the rabbit,

laughed and laughed.

li x
AiJh“ //u iw, \lu( {

Hf
./wo.

Do this.

Find something in the story. Draw a line under laughed.

Draw a line under something. Draw a line under water.

Draw a line under tell.

14

Directions
:
(To be used with pages 16-17 of the First Reader.) Read each part of the story. Then find the picture

that it tells about and draw a line to it. Colour the pictures.



big make help

but made know

ball just hear

pig may have

boy talk stop

boat Mrs. had

Bob man has

1. Come and me!

hear him help

2. Tom the puppies go home.

monkey made may

3. The puppy wanted to find the .

boat blue ball

4. One puppy the duck run.

made make may
15

Directions
:
(To be used after page 17 of the First Reader.) Upper Exercise: Draw a line under the words in each

column that begin like the one at the top. Lower Exercise: Read each sentence, then find the word that makes,
the sentence true and draw a line under it.



Bob and Nancy played with theirduck.

Bob said, “Let the duck swim, Nancy.

The duck in the story could swim.

Our duck can swim, too.”

Do this.

Find let in the story. Draw a line under their.

Draw a line under let.

1. Who will help Yellow Duck? who

2. A rabbit said, “What do I hear?” hear

3. Mrs. Hen can not catch you. Mrs.

4. She wants my corn. corn

5. She will get some of my corn. some

6. So Yellow Duck ran fast. so

7. Yellow Duck was crying. crying

8. I will tell you something. tell

9. I hear something. something

10. The rabbit and the turtle laughed. laughed

11. They just laughed and laughed. just

12. Then down, down, down she went. then
16

Directions: (To be used with page 18 of the First Reader.) Upper Exercise: This exercise is self-explanatory. Lower
Exercise: Read each sentence, then read the word opposite it. Find this word in the sentence and draw a line

under it.



See they Who the

This see The who

They
\

this Will will

And are Now now

Are but Come one

But and One come

Where there Run walk

What where Walk swim

There what Swim run

Give girls Boats balls

Guess guess Boys boats

Girls give Balls boys
o

17

Directions: (To be used after page 18 of the First Reader.) Look at each word in the first column. Then find the
same word in the second column. Draw a line between the two words.



Tom and Don were going to play.

Tom said, “Please help me, Don

!

I can not find my hat.”

Just then one puppy ran to Don.

He wanted to play with the ball.

Then Tom looked at his puppy.

He laughed and laughed.

He said, “Look at my puppy, Don.”

Then Don laughed, too.

Tom’s puppy looked so funny.

Do this.

Find were in the story. Draw a line under hat.

Draw a line under were. Draw a line under his.

were going away. at his puppy.

Tom and Don were going to swim. Tom looked at the turtle.

were going to play. at the rabbit.

“Please help me, puppy.” to play house.

Tom said, “Please help me, Don.” He wanted to play here.

“Please help me, Mother” to play ball.

18

Directions: (To be used with pages 21-22 of the First Reader.) Upper Exercise: Read each part of the story.

Then find the picture that it tells about and draw a line to it. Lower Exercise: Read the beginning of each
sentence. Then draw a line under the phrase that makes the sentence true.



walks

wa I k

wants

want

ooks

ook

wanted

want

pi ayed

play

ooked

ook

g°mg

9
°

crying

cry

looking

ook

runs

run

rabbits

rabbit

its

it

19

Directions: (To be used with pages 21-22 of the First Reader.) Look at the upper word in each box, then look at

the word below it. Make the lower word in each box look like the one above it.



has come
:

l

ran

put came some

hat nose rabbit

help long red

who could can

his may run

from corn put

saw man ball

was were big

so near pull

something make began

afraid may but

sleighs made tell

tail water boys

20

Directions
:
(To be used after pages 19-22 of the First Reader.) Draw a line under all the words in each column that

begin like the one at the top.



Here is the turtle.

1

s c-/> jgb w
1 / O \ 1

One duck is in the

V & Ls

water.

2

Mrs. Hen wanted the corn.

Yellow duck was crying.

This is a little rabbit.

21

Comprehension Test No. I. Directions: (To be used after page 22 of the First Reader.) Have the children use

markers as directed in the Sentence Recognition Tests. Say: 1. Look at the pictures in the first row. 2. Read
the sentence below. 3. Draw a line under the picture that the sentence tells about. Let the children continue

in this way without further directions.



5

7

One puppy ran after the ball.

8

Tom’s puppy looked so funny.

9

Can you find Tom’s hat?
22

Directions: Comprehension Test No. I continued.



Score

hat go let This his

am in his Then help

me so has The had

. so am we They hear

fast some their were tell

Mrs. stop after just Tom
as said about going too

am then afraid give just

could let his near something

wanted like came look puppies

water Don corn looked Nancy

thank who come laughed crying

Their could could tell let

What catch corn this she

Where cluck crying they were

Who crying story their get

1

23

Word Recognition Test No. II. Directions: (To be used after page 22 of the First Reader,) Directions for giving

this test will be found on page 112 of this Workbook.



Do you like to play in the snow?

24

Directions: (To be used with page 23 of the First Reader.) Draw a picture showing one way in which you

play in the snow.



Don said, “Oh! Look at the snow!

We can have fun tomorrow.

We can play with our sleigh.

It is fun to play in the snow.”

“Our puppies can ride,” said Tom.

“They can ride on our sleigh.”

“I will pull them,” said Don.

“It will be a surprise for them.”

Do this.

Find tomorrow in the story. Draw a line under pull.

Draw a line under tomorrow. Draw a line under surprise.

Draw a line under sleigh.

1. Tom said, “The puppies can ride

on our pony.” on our airplane.” on our sleigh.”

2. Don said, “It will be a surprise

for you.” for me.” for them.” for us.”

3. Don said, “I will pull

me.” them.” you.” him.”
, - q •

25

Directions
:
(To be used with pages 24-25 of the First Reader.) Upper Exercise: Read each part of the story. Then

find the picture that it tells about and draw a line to it. Lower Exercise: Read the beginning of each sentence.

Then draw a line under the word or phrase that makes the sentence true.



Find the little word in the big word.

look kitten duck boy

looked kittens ducks boys

go want play fun

going wanted played funny

girl train it look

girls trains its looked

turtle rabbit run

*
'

-
.

'1

tail

turtles rabbits runs tails

swim give walk wiggle

swims gives walks wiggles

26

Directions
:
(To be used with pages 25-27 of the First Reader.) Look at the words in each box. Find the little word

in the big word, and draw a line under it. (The first two are used for examples.)



Don said,

“Oh! Look at the rabbit!”

“Oh! Look at the water!”

“Oh! Look at our sleigh.”

“Oh! Look at the snow!”

Hi
/

We can play

with our train,

with our sleigh,

with our boats,

with our turtle.

It will be

a surprise for Father,

a surprise for the duck,

a surprise for them,

a surprise for our sleigh,

We want

to play in the house,

to play in the boat,

to play in the snow,

to play in the school.

He will pull

the sleigh,

his hat.

the surprise,

the swim.

27

Directions: (To be used with pages 25-27 of the First Reader.) Read the beginning of each sentence. Then draw
a line under the phrase that makes the sentence true, according to the picture.



The Snow Man

“Look at the snow man!” said

“Bob and Nancy made it.

Hello! Bob and Nancy.

What a good snow man!”

“Where is his nose?” said Don.

“Do you want a nose for him?”

“Here is a long nose,” said Nancy.

“It will look funny on him.”

Do this.

Find long in the story. Draw a line under nose.

Draw a line under long.

1. Nancy said, “Here is

a black house.” a long nose.” a big hat.”

2. Tom said, “Look at

my black hat!” my funny puppy!” the snow man!”

3. Don said, “Where is

his hat?” his snow man?” his nose?”
28

Directions: (To be used with pages 28-30 of the First Reader.) Upper Exercise: Read each part of the story.

Then find the picture that it tells about and draw a line to it. Lower Exercise: Read the beginning of each
sentence. Then draw a line under the phrase that makes the sentence true.



The Snow Man and the Puppies

“I will put his hat on,” said Bob.

“Where is his hat?”

“Oh, Bob!” said Tom.

“Look at my puppy!

My puppy has his hat.

Come here, puppy! Come here!

We want the snow man’s hat.”

Don’s puppy said, “Bow-wow!”

He was afraid of the snow man.

He jumped and jumped at him.

But he did not go near him.

Don laughed and said,

“You have a good snow man.

But our puppies do not like him.”

Do this.

Find jumped in the story. Draw a line under near.

Draw a line under jumped. Draw a line under put.

29

Directions
:
(To be used with pages 29-30 of the First Reader. ) Read each part of the story. Then find the picture

it tells about and draw a line to it. Colour the pictures.



r

j

play like was

away talk saw

put look some

played make were

wanted live want

puppy laughed wiggle

guess head make

1. Bob wanted to the hat on the snow man.

pull play put

2 . Don and said, “You have a good snow man.”

looked liked laughed

3. The snow man has a nose.

look long live

4. Don said, “I will the sleigh.”

put pretty pull

30

Directions: (To be used with page 30 of the First Reader.) Upper Exercise: Draw a line under the words in each

column that begin like the one at the top. Lower Exercise : Read each sentence. Then find the word that makes
the sentence true and draw a line under it.



He is a big snow man.

He has a long nose.

He has two black eyes.

Our puppies are afraid of him. ^
They will stay away from him.

^
'jj,

Do this.

Find black in the story.

Draw a line under black.

Look at eyes!

has him his

Look at puppy!

my me man

Come here, puppy! here!

Could Came Come

Anne is not of him.

about afraid after

31

Directions: (To be used with page '30 of the First Reader.) Upper Exercise: This exercise is self-explanatory.

Lower Exercise: Read each sentence. Then find the word that makes the sentence true and draw a line under it.

Just look at the !

swim sleigh snow

We can on our sleigh.

run ride rabbit

He has two big eyes.

black began but

He has a nose.

like look long

Draw a line under eyes.

Draw a line under stay.



1. We will have fun to-morrow. to-morrow

2. We can play with our sleigh. sleigh

3. It will be a surprise for them. them

4. “I will pull the sleigh,” said Don. pull

5. Look at the snow man’s eyes. eyes

6. He has two black eyes. black

7. Here is a nose for him. nose

8. This long nose will look funny. long

9. “I will put his hat on,” said Bob. put

10. Come here, puppy! Come here! puppy

11. One puppy jumped at him. jumped

12. But he did not go near him. near

One but He my They look

But you We it Look they

You our My he What here

Our one It we Here what

32

Directions; (To be used with pages 29-30 of the First Reader.) Upper Exercise; Read each sentence. Then read
the word opposite it. Find this word in the sentence and draw a line under it. Lower Exercise Look at each
word in the first column. Then find the same word in the second column. Draw a line between the two words.



The Sun’s Joke

“Oh! Oh! Mr. Snow Man!

Oh! Oh!” said the sun.

“This is just what I wanted.

Now see me have fun.”

Do this.

Find joke in the story.

Draw a line under joke.

“Oh! Stay! Mr. Snow Man!

Oh! Stay!” said the sun.

“The boys and girls want you.

They want to have fun.”

Draw a line under sun.

Draw a line under Mr.

The sun played a “Oh! Stay Snow Man!

just joke jumped Miss Mrs. Mr.

He wanted the snow man Oh! Stay!” said the .

to stop to swim to stay sun snow some
33

Directions: (To be used with pages 31-32 of the First Reader.) Upper Exercise: Read the story, then colour the
picture. Lower Exercise: Read the beginning of each sentence. Then draw a line under the word or phrase
that makes the sentence true.



Score.

0

“Look at the snow!” said Don.

“Look at the snow man,” said Tom.

1

We will have fun to-morrow

We can play with our sleigh.

2

“I will put his hat on,” said Bob.

“I will pull them,” said Don.

3

He has two big black eyes.

He was afraid of the snow man.

4

“Our puppies can ride,” said Tom._

Our puppies do not like him.

5

Come here, puppies! Come here!

Come and ride with me, Nancy.

The puppies jumped and jumped.

The puppies jumped at him.
34

Sentence Recognition Test No. II. Directions: (To be used after page 32 of the First Reader.) Directions for giving

this test will be found on page 111 of this Workbook.



Bob and Nancy played with the puppy.

Bob and Nancy played with the duck.

8

The puppies will play at home.

The puppies will run at home.

9

The puppies were happy now.

The puppies were going now.

10

Mother said, “You can play in here.”

Mother said, “You can not play in here.”

11

The puppies wanted to play with the hat.

The puppies wanted to play with the ball.

12

The snow was a surprise for Tom and Don.

The snow was a surprise for Tom’s puppy.
35

Directions: Sentence Recognition Test No. II continued.



put long story our eyes

Mr. home them out good

Mrs. happy there on Anne

US him two sun ride

pull stay them sun happy

put some make fun just

but swim near run joke

out sleigh made our funny

near black long black to-morrow

now but stay catch surprise

nose boys snow cluck something

not eyes stop jumped Christmas

them put sun surprise something

look pull just something to-morrow

long played joke afraid laughed

cold puppy jumped Christmas yellow
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Word Recognition Test No. III. Directions: (To be used after page 32 of the First Reader.) Directions for giving

this test will be found on page 112 of this Workbook.



Spring Is Here!

Bob said, “Spring is here.

Soon all the birds will come back.”

Nancy said, “Oh, Bob!

Now we can make our bird house.”

“Father will help us,” said Bob.

Can you draw a bird house here?

Do this.

Find Spring in the story. Draw a line under birds.

Draw a line under Spring. Draw a line under back.

Draw a line under soon.
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Directions: (To be used with pages 33-35 of the First Reader.) Read the little story. The sentence below tells

you what to do.



The Bird House

Here is our bird house.

The birds have found it.

It is up in the tree.

They have come to live in it.

There are eggs in it, too.

One, two, three little eggs

!

Do this.

Find tree in the story. Draw a line under eggs.

Draw a line under tree. Draw a line under found .

1. Bob and Nancy to make a bird house.

went wanted will

2. Bob said, “I have Father.”

found from for

3. will help us make our bird house.

Farm From Father

4. Father the bird house up in a tree.

put play pull

5. Nancy said, “Will the birds come to here?”

little live laughed
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Directions: (To be used with pages 36-37 of the First Reader.) Upper Exercise. This exercise is self-explanatory.

Lower Exercise: Read each sentence. Then find the word that makes the sentence true and draw a line under it.



Rain

Bob said, “Come and play, Nancy.

Ducks like the rain.

Frogs like the rain.

I like the rain, too.”

Bob and Nancy like the rain.

They wanted to play in the rain.

Anne wanted to play with her doll.

She did not like the rain.

Do this.

Find rain in the story. Draw a line under her.

Draw a line under rain.

1. Bob wanted to play in the _.
ran run rain

2. He wanted to play.

Nancy ducks frogs

3. Anne wanted to play in the

house hear here

4. She played with dolls.

has had her
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Directions
:
(To be used with pages 38-39 of the First Reader.) Upper Exercise: Read each part of the story. Then

find the picture it tells about and draw a line to it. Lower Exercise: Read each sentence. Then find the word

that makes the sentence true and draw a line under it.



Guess What I Am!

Anne will not play in the rain.

She will play with me.

We will have a party

Anne likes to play with me.

Guess what I am!

Nancy said, “Guess what I am!

I like the rain.

I like to play in the water.

I like to swim and swim.
I

Quack, quack, quack, quack.

Guess what I am!”

Bob said, “Guess what I am!

I like the rain.

I like to play in the water.”

Bob jumped and jumped.

He said, “Ker-chug! Ker-chug!

Guess what I am!”

Do this.

Find Ker-chug in the story.

Draw a line under Ker-chug.
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Directions: (To be used with pages 40-41 of the First Reader.) Read each riddle, then draw a picture for each one.



Draw a line under the words you find.

want

near

water

could

went

was

made

pull

put

puppy

birds

rain

pull

party

long

laughed

surprise

long

little

live

give

find get not

found good was

from soon nose

just girl near

father guess nest

for quack made

who going now
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Directions: (To be used after page 41 of the First Reader.) Draw a line under the words in each column that begin

like the word at the top.



Make the little words big.

trees eggs sleighs

tree e99
sleig h

jumped laughed wanted

jump laugh want

singing crying raining

sing cry rain

looking going jumping

look go jump
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Directions: (To be used after page 41 of the First Reader.) Look at the upper word in each box, then look at the

word below it. Make the lower word in each box look like the one above it.



Find

A robin in a tree

A frog in the water

A little bird house

Anne and her doll

Three little eggs

A bird singing

Bob and Nancy in the rain

A pretty book

Do this.

Find robin .

Draw a line under robin.

Draw a line under singing,

Draw a line under book.
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Directions : (To be used with pages 43-45 of the First Reader.) Read each sentence carefully. Then draw a line to

the picture that the sentence tells about.



Robins

Two little robins up in the tree.

With eggs in the nest as blue as can be.

Are you singing to me? Are you singing to me?

Three baby birds in the nest in the tree,

Mother wants them to fly as you can see,

And Father is singing to you and to me.

Do this.

Find fly in the story. Draw a line under nest.

Draw a line under fly.
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Directions: (To be used with pages 46-47 of the First Reader.) This exercise is self-explanatory*



Tom’s Book

Tom said, “Oh, Miss Hall!

I have a very good bird book.

May I bring it to school?”

Miss Hall said, “Yes, Tom.

You may bring your bird book.

We want to see it.”

Do this.

Find bring in the story. Draw a line under yes.

Draw a line under bring. Draw a line under your.

Draw a line under very.

“I have a big book.”

Tom said, “I have a black book.”

“I have a very good bird book.”

bring it to you.

He will bring it to school.

bring it to spring.

“Bring your bird book.”

Miss Hall said, “Bring your big book.”

“Bring your black book.”
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Directions (To be used with pages 47-48 of the First Reader)Upper Exercise : This exercise is self-explanatory j Lower
Exercise: Read the beginning of each sentence. Then draw a line under the phrase that makes the sentence
true.



At School

We are at school. Nancy will bring her doll.

We made a play house. The boys and girls

We made little cakes, too. will bring apples to eat.

We will have a party Miss Hall has a surprise,

tomorrow . Nancy will take her doll home.

Do this.

Find apples in the story. Draw a line under eat.

Draw a line under apples. Draw a line under take.

a doll house. her duck.

We made a bird house. Nancy will bring her puppy.

a play house. her doll.

a play. apples.

We will have a party. We will bring afraid.

a nest. about.

little crying. the girls.

We made little came. Miss Hall has a surprise.

little cakes. apples.

at home. take her doll.

We are at play. Nancy will cake her doll.

at school. make her doll.
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Directions: (To be used with, page 50 of the First Reader.) Upper Exercise. This exercise is self-explanatory.

Lower Exercise: Read the beginning of each sentence. Then draw a line under the phrase that makes the
sentence true.



Do this.

Find chair.

Draw a line under chair.
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Directions: (To be used with pages 51-52 of the First Reader.) Read each sentence carefully. Then draw a line

to the picture that the sentence tells about.



Bob was in Father’s big chair.

Soon Bob saw his little train.

It went this way and that way,

and this way and that way.

He said, “Who is hiding there?”

Then he looked round to the back,

of the chair.

What did he see?

Do this.

Find that in the story. Draw a line under way.

Draw a line under that. Draw a line under hiding.

tail did just

nest down your

at found jumped

talk rain party

take duck joke

were doll give

turtle balls just
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Directions: (To be used with pages 52-54 of the First Reader.) Upper Exercise: This exercise is self-explanatory.

Lower Exercise: Draw a line under the words in each column that begin like the one at the top.



Score

1

3

I see three eggs in the nest.

4

A duck likes the rain.

5

This is Anne’s pretty doll.
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Comprehension Test No. II. Directions: (To be used after page 54 of the First Reader.) Have the children use

markers as directed in the Sentence Recognition Tests. Say: 1. Look at the pictures in the first row. 2. Read
the sentence below. 3. Draw a line under the picture that the sentence tells about. Let the children continue
in this way without further directions.



6

Can you find a pretty book?

8

A robin is in the nest.

9

Baby bird wants to fly.

10

Here is a good apple.
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Directions: Comprehension Test No. II continued.



that eggs eat rain fly

time eat his baby soon

tree all her book some

table yes had birds very

ever eggs eat bring feed

nest you eggs reads frog

find yes up Anne very

very your sat rain soon

back way apples chair took

may back them found your

way cakes this robin yes

stay book that rabbit under

spring hiding singing back chair

very house spring live down

apples happy school hiding dolls

around bring Miss Hall party singing
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Word Recognition Test No. IV. Directions: (To be used after page 54 of the First Reader.) Directions for giving

this test will be found on page 112.of this Workbook.



Something Smells Good

Bob ran to Nancy.

He said, “Something smells good.

Is it good to eat, Nancy?”

Nancy said, “I smell it, too.

Mother will not tell what it is.

It is her surprise.”

Bob said, “I can guess what it is.

It has apples in it.”

What did Bob guess?

Do this.

Find smells in the story.

Draw a line under smells.

Who ran to Nancy?

Nancy Mother Baby Bob

Who said, “I smell it, too”?

Nancy Mother Baby Bob

Who has made something?

Nancy Mother Baby Bob

Who said, “It has apples in it”?

Nancy Mother Baby Bob
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Directions: (To be used with pages 55-58 of the First Reader.) Upper Exercise: Read the little story and draw a

picture showing what you .think Bob guessed. Lower Exercise: Read each question. Then draw a line

under the word that answers it.



1. Nancy said, “I will mother.”

home here help

2. Nancy tiptoed the table.

round robin rabbit

3. Mother will a surprise, too.

have hear had

4. Mother like Nancy’s surprise.

were was will

5. What did Nancy ?

go so do

Do this.

Find tiptoed.

Draw a line under tiptoed.

This then Soon stay Can come

Then them Some stop Cow cold

Three this Stay soon Cold can

Them three Stop some Come cow

Two look Now now So to

Tell tell And are Do so

Like two Are not To go

Look like Not and Go do
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Directions: (To be used with pages 59-60 of the First Reader.) Upper Exercise: Read each sentence. Then find

the word that makes the sentence true and draw a line under it. Lower Exercise: Look at each word in the

first column. Then find the same word in the second column. Draw a line between the two words.



Knock, Knock!

Knock, knock, knock, knock!

Nancy said in a little voice,

“Something is hiding,

I will see what it is.”

So she tiptoed round the tree.

She saw something go this way.

She saw something go that way.

Then she laughed and laughed.

What did Nancy see?

Do this.
Find knock in the story.

Draw a line under knock.

Draw a line under voice.

round the house.

_ _
* round the chair.

Nancy tiptoed
round the tree,

round Mother.

“Something is hiding.”

“Something is funny.”
Nancy said, ...

“Something is singing.

“Something is here.”
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Directions: (To be used with pages 61-62 of the First Reader.) Upper Exercise: Read each part of the story. Then

find the picture that it tells about and draw a line to it. Lower Exercise: Read the beginning of each sentence.

Then draw a line under the phrase that makes the sentence true.



Yes No

0. Nancy had a surprise for Mother. Yes No

0. Bob tiptoed round the table. Yes No

1. Nancy tiptoed round the table. Yes No

2. Mother will like Nancy’s surprise. Yes No

3. Bob had a surprise for Father. Yes No

4. Nancy ran out to play. Yes No

5. Father sat in his big chair. Yes No

6. Nancy sat in Father’s big chair. Yes No

7. Nancy wanted to surprise Father. Yes No

8. Father saw Nancy. Yes No

9. Father said, “What do I hear?” Yes No

10. Mother said, “What do I hear?” Yes No

11. Father said, “Something is hiding.” Yes No

12. Nancy said, “Something is hiding.” Yes No

Do this.

Find no. Draw a line under sat.

Draw a line under no.
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Directions: (To be used with pages 61-62 of the First Reader.) Read each sentence carefully. If it is true, draw a

line under Yes. If it is not true draw a line under No.



Honey

This is a little honey-bee.

And this is its home.

The honey-bee makes honey.

Little Bear likes honey.

Bob and Nancy like honey, too.

Do this.

Find honey in the story. Draw a line under bee.

Draw a line under honey. Draw a line under bear.

Father sat in his big chair. sat

Nancy tiptoed to the back of Father’s chair. back

Father said, “Who knocks on the back of my chair?” knocks

Was it a little black bear? bear

Was it a little black bee? bee

Father said, “Is it my little honey-bee?” honey

Nancy was hiding at the back of the chair. hiding

Father did not know she was there. there
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Directions: (To be used with page 63 of the First Reader.) Upper Exercise: This exercise is self-explanatory.

Lower Exercise: Read each sentence, then read the word opposite it. Find this word in the sentence and draw

a line under it.



Little Bear

Little Bear sat up in a tree. ’

11

He said, “I will stay here X
,

until Mother comes back.” \

Just then a big voice said, “Come down.^jsr^1^ jps
Come down and play with me.”

Do this.

Find until in the story. Draw a line under until.

1. This story is about a

boy

bear

baby

2. The little bear in a big tree.

some

sat

said

3. He said, “I will here.”

stay

stop

smell

4. I will stay here Mother comes back.

until

under

voice

under

5. Then he said, “I hear a big .” voice
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very

Directions
:
(To be used with page 65 of the First Reader. ) I'pper Exercise : This exercise is self-explanatory. Lower

Exercise: Read each sentence. Then find the word that makes the sentence true and draw a line under it.



Little Bear and Bushy Tail

Little Bear looked down from the tree.

He saw a squirrel under the tree.

He said, “Climb up, Bushy Tail. j
Climb up into my tree.” ^

‘

(if
Bushy Tail began to climb. l
He said, “I smell something.

\

It makes me wiggle my nose.”

'Jy

Do this. Draw a line under squirrel.

Find Bushy Tail in the story. Draw a line under climb.

Draw a line under Bushy Tail. Draw a line under began.

Little Rabbit.

Who looked down?

Bushy Tail Little Bear

Who said, “I smell something”?

Little Rabbit Little Bear Bushy Tail.

Who was under the tree?

Bushy Tail Little Bear Little Rabbit.

Who saw a squirrel?

Bushy Tail Little Bear Little Rabbit.
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Directions : (To be used with pages 66-68 of the First Reader. ) Upper Exercise: Read each part of the story. Then
find the picture that it tells about and draw a line to it: Lower Exercise: Read each question. Then draw a line

under the phrase that answers it.



The Hole in the Tree

Billy Coon climbed and climbed.

He said, “I smell honey.

I see a hole in the tree.

I can not reach the hole.

But I like to eat honey.”

Can he get the honey?

Do this.

Find Billy Coon in the story. Draw a line under reach.

Draw a line under Billy Coon. Draw a line under hole.

Draw a line under climbed.

1. The little bear saw Billy Coon. Billy Coon

2. Billy Coon said, “I see a hole.” hole

3. Baby Bear could not reach the hole. reach

4. Billy Coon climbed and climbed. climbed

5. The bear said, “No, I can not reach it.” No

6. They wanted to get the honey. get

7. Little bears like to eat honey. eat

8. The honey may be in the hole. be
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Directions: (To be used with pages 68-72 of the First Reader.) Upper Exercise: This exercise is self-explanatory.

Lower Exercise: Read each sentence. Then read the word opposite it. Find this word in the sentence and
draw a line under it.



Little Bear tried to reach the hole.

Billy Coon tried to reach the hole.

The hole was'too high.

Then up, up, went Bushy Tail

until he could reach the hole.

Bo this.

Find tried in the story.

Draw a line under tried. Draw a line under high.

The little bear was in the tree.

up down

Billy Coon was the tree.

on under

Little Bear looked from the tree.

up down

They climbed up into a tree.

little big

Bushy Tail saw the bear.

little big
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Directions: (To be used with pages 70-73 of the First Reader.) Upper Exercise: This exercise is self-explanatory.
Lower Exercise: Read each sentence. Then find the word that makes the sentence true and draw a line under it.



Draw a line under the words you find.

Find the f-words. Find the h-words. Find the r-words.

climb have can

began hole ran

for about run

going has fun

fast was come

frog honey reach

Find the t-words. Find the w-words. Find the d-words.

talk saw dinner

two was asleep

too way down

bee under catch

walk will honey

tell with doll
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Directions: (To be used after pages 71-73 of the First Reader.) This exercise is self-explanatory.



The Bees

Buzz! Buzz! Buzz!

Out came the bees.

Then Bushy Tail,

Billy Coon,

and Little Bear,

all began to cry.

Do this.

Find buzz in the story. Draw a line under cry.

Draw a line under buzz.

1. Billy Coon tried to the hole.

robin rain reach

2. The squirrel under the tree.

were was will

3. The squirrel saw a in the tree.

honey hole high

4. Bushy Tail said, “I can reach up

honey hole high

5. Little Bear looked from the tree.

down doll did

6. They ran away the bees.

fast feed from
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Directions: (To be used with pages 75-76 of the First Reader.) Upper Exercise: This exercise is self-explanatory.

Lower Exercise: Read each sentence. Then find the word that makes the sentence true and draw a line under it.



Yes — No

0. Mother Bear sat up in a tree. Yes No

1. Little Bear said, “Something smells good.” Yes No

2. A big voice said, “Come down.” Yes No

3. Bushy Tail looked down from the tree. Yes No

4. Little Bear looked down from the tree. Yes No

5. Up climbed Billy Coon. Yes No

6. Bushy Tail said, “I smell apples.” Yes No

7. They saw a robin in the tree. Yes No

8. Billy Coon tried to reach the hole. Yes No

9. The turtle said, “Get on my back.” Yes No

10. Up went Billy Coon. Yes No

11. “Buzz! buzz! buzz!” went little Bear. Yes No

12. They were afraid of the bees. Yes No
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Directions: (To be used with page 77 of the First Reader.) Read each sentence carefully,

under Yes. If it is not true, draw a line under No.

If it is true draw a line



bee sat no bear smell

sat Oh be began nose

soon no bee robin until

see so see knock voice

voice bear until honey were

happy stay hiding help until

knock smells good-bye hole away

know singing tiptoed began tiptoed

Coon began hiding reach hole

came hear hole they rabbit

climb Billy here tried ride

climbed honey had take reach

hear walk cry tiptoed high

house Coon climb squirrel may

high come could surprise cry

Billy climb climbed give came
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Word Recognition Test No. V. Directions: (To be used after page 77 of the First Reader.) Directions for giving

this test will be found on page 112 of this Workbook.



“We have something give.”

Mother said, “We have something going.”

“We have something good.”

Do this.

Find dinner.

Draw a line under dinner.
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Directions
:
(To be used with pages 78-79 of the First Reader.) Read the beginning of each sentence. Then draw a

line under the phrase that tells what each one said. Draw a line from the sentence to the picture it tells about.



Little Bear and the Cow

Little Bear ran into the woods.

He said, “I will climb this tree.”

Just then he heard something.

It said, “Moo, moo, moo.”

Little Bear looked at the cow.

He said, “I will not stay here.

But I am not afraid of you.”

Little Bear ran away.

Do this.

Find woods in the story.

Draw a line under woods.

Draw a line under into.

1. Who ran into the woods?

Mother Bear Billy Coon Little Bear

2. Who said, “Moo, moo, moo”?

the bear the cow the coon

3. Who heard something?

the bear the squirrel the coon

4. Who was not afraid of “Moo, moo, moo”?

the cow the bear the squirrel

5. Where was Little Bear going?

into the house into the school into the woods.
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Draw a line under heard.

Draw a line under moo.

Directions: (To be used with pages 80-83 of the First Reader.) Upper Exercise: This exercise is self-explanatory.

Lower Exercise: Read each question. Then draw a line under the phrase that answers it.



Draw a line under the words you find.

Find all the wh-words.

who that the where

the where who then

this what then what

what this where who

Find all the n-words.

not high SO now

tried near no hole

nose buzz do voice

high climb me nest

Find all the j-words.

joke your jumped Jack

voice Jack spring Anne

Jean eyes laughed Jean

give joke jumped joke

Find all the t-words.

tell swim toy turtle

bee time boy table

talk pull two catch

rain tail too
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again

Directions: (To be used with pages 82-85 of the First Reader.) This exercise is self-explanatory.



Whoo! Whoo! Whoo!

Soon Little Bear saw a big tree.

He said, “I can climb up here.”

He began to climb.

But something was in the tree.

It said, “Whoo, whoo, whoo!”

Little Bear did not stop to look.

He said, “I am not afraid of you.”

But he jumped out of the tree.
%

He ran as fast as he could.

Do this.

Find whoo in the story.

Draw a line under whoo.

Little Bear went into the house. into

He wanted to play in the woods. woods

He heard a big voice. heard

What said, “Moo, moo, moo”? moo

Mother said, “Come home to dinner.” dinner

Who said, “Whoo, whoo, whoo”? whoo

Little Bear climbed up into the tree. climbed

He did not stop to look around.
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stop

Directions: (To be used with pages 86-88 of the First Reader.) Upper Exercise: This exercise is self-explanatory.

Lower Exercise: Read each sentence. Then read the word opposite it. Find this word in the sentence and
draw a line under it.



Little Bear Is Afraid

He looked this way and that way.

He said, “I am lost!

The birds are asleep.

The bees are asleep.

I want my mother.”

He began to cry.

//

Soon LittleBearheard something.

He was afraid to look.

Then he heard, “Come, Little Bear.

Come home for your dinner.”

Do this.

Find lost in the story.

Draw a line under lost

Draw a line under asleep.

down tail just

duck hole high

did turtle joke

bring tiptoed until

climbed smells jumped

dinner tree jump
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Directions: (To be used with pages 86-88 of the First Reader.) Upper Exercise: Read the story, then colour the
picture. Lower Exercise: Draw a line under the words in each column that begin like the word at the top.



At Home Again

Little Bear said, “Oh, Mother!

I did not find Billy Coon.

I did not find Bushy Tail.

I was lost for a long time.

Now I want something to eat.”

Soon Little Bear was fast asleep.

Then Mother Bear put him to bed.

He did not wake up until morning.

Do this.

Find wake in the story. Draw a line under morning.

Draw a line under wake.

Mother Bear

Billy Coon was asleep.

Little Bear

One rabbit

Something was in the tree.

The turtle

Little Bear said,

Mother Bear said, “I am not afraid.”

The cow said,
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Directions
:
(To be used with pages 89-92 of the First Reader.) Upper Exercise: Read the little story, then colour the.

picture. Lower Exercise: Draw a line under the phrase that makes each sentence true.



1. Little Bear was

again asleep after

2. Mother Bear said, “ up, Little Bear.”

Walk Will Wake

3. Little Bear out of bed.

jumped joke just

4. Little Bear said, “I will this tree.”

chair climbed climb

5. Just then he something.

hear have heard

6. He said, “I will not here.”

stop stay spring

7. Soon the little saw a big tree.

bird black bear

8. Something in the big tree.

saw was were

9. Little Bear said, “I am not of you.”

asleep around afraid

10.

He ran this and that way.

way was wiggle
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Directions: (To be used with pages 89-92 of the First Reader.) Read each sentence. Then find the word that

makes the sentence true and draw a line under it.



Yes — No

0 . Was Mother Bear asleep? Yes No

1 . Did Little Bear jump out of bed? Yes No

2. Did Mother Bear run into the woods? Yes No

3. Did the cow hear, “Whoo, whoo, whoo”? Yes No

4. Could Little Bear climb a tree? Yes No

5. Did Little Bear hear the cow? Yes
\

No

6. Did Little Bear see a big tree? Yes No

7. Was Mother Bear in the tree? Yes No

8. Did Little Bear run away? Yes No

9. Did Little Bear stop to look? Yes No

10. Was Mother Bear afraid? Yes No

11. Did the cow run as fast as she could? Yes No

12. Was Little Bear afraid?
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Yes No

Directions: (To be used after page 92 of the First Reader.) Read each sentence carefully. If it is true draw a line

around Yes. If it is not true draw a line around No.



Score

^>0

wvr 4fw
The little black bear sat up in the tree.

h
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Bushy Tail tried to reach the hole.
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Up, up, climbed Billy Coon,

/
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4
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The cow said, “Moo! Moo!”
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<^4=47

Comprehension Test No. III. Directions: (To be used after page 92 of the First Reader.) Have the children use

markers as directed in the Sentence Recognition Tests. Say: 1. Look at the pictures in the first row. 2. Read
the sentence below. 3. Draw a line under the picture»that the sentence tells about. Let the children continue
in this way without further directions.



6

Who said, “Whoo, whoo, whoo!”

7

The little puppy was asleep.

8

The bird was singing in the tree.

10

The little boy is in the woods.
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Directions: Comprehension Test No. Ill continued.



heard saw wake heard moo

hear moo live afraid but

have my lost again buzz

whoo may like asleep box

asleep his lost buzz ker-chug

mother Nancy come what surprise

to-morrow bee could whoo something

morning Baby Coon when squirrel

dinner comes tell went know

black climb into make ker-chug

back climbed time wake happy

Coon morning his work squirrel

into cry bee saw nest

cry went his has after

now wake was his about

are woods saw him around
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Word Recognition Test No. VI. Directions: (To be used after page 92 of the First Reader.) Directions for giving
this test will be found on page 112 of this Workbook.



What could you buy in this toy store?

a big tree

a big ball

three little kittens

a toy airplane

apples to eat

a toy rabbit

Billy Coon in a tree

a toy bear

three toy soldiers

a big boat

a toy lamb

a duck that can swim

a toy train that can go

some story books

a birthday cake

a honey-bee

a doll for Anne

Do this.

Find buy. Draw a line under store.

Draw a line under buy. Draw a line under soldiers.
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Directions: (To be used with pages 93-95 of the First Reader.) Draw a line from the phrase that names a 'toy to, the
picture of the toy.



1. Bob and Nancy to the toy store.

with want went

2. They wanted to something for Anne.

big buy boy

3 . Here were some soldiers.

two too toy

4. Three toy were in a box.

story school soldiers

5. A toy was in the store.

drum down ducks

6. Bob made the drum go

back boom blue

7. Bob saw a little red v
• y

train talk tree

8. The toy train can fast.

. ride run rain

9. You can buy a in a toy store, too.

duck cake doll

10.

Nancy said, “Baby Anne will __ this doll.”

* look live like

Do this.

Find box. Draw a line under drum.

Draw a line under box. Draw a line under boom.
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Directions
:
(To be used with pages 96-9.7 of the First Reader.) Read each sentence. Then find the word that

makes the sentence true and draw a line under it.



What Did They See?

Bob and Nancy ran to Mother.

Nancy said, “Oh, Mother!

Guess what we saw at the store.

It was in a little box.

It is good to eat.”

Mother said, “Let me see!

Was it a candy duck?”

“Oh, no, Mother!” said Bob.

“It was a little candy dog.” The Candy Dog

Do this.

Find dog in the story. Draw a line under candy.

Draw a line under dog.

Do you like to buy toys? buy

This is a big toy store. store

A box of toys was on the table. box

The duck was made of candy. candy
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Directions: (To be used with page 100 of the First Reader.) Upper Exercise: Read the story, then draw the picture

that the story tells about. Lower Exercise: Read each sentence, then read the word opposite it. Find this

word in the sentence and draw a line under it.



What Is in the Box?

Billy liked candy.

One day he saw a box.

He said, “Please, Mother!

May I look in this box?”

Mother said, “Yes, Billy.

It is something for you.

You may see what it is.”

When he looked in the box,

what did Billy see?

A little candy dog!

Do this.

Find liked in the story. Draw a line under day .

Draw a line under liked. Draw a line under when.

1. What did Billy do?

He played with the box. He looked in the box.

2. What did Mother tell Billy?

“It is something for you.” “It is something for me.”

3. When did Billy see the box?

He saw it one morning. He saw it one day.
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Directions: (To be used with pages 101-102 of the First Reader.) Upper Exercise: Read the little story and draife7 a

picture showing what you would like to find in the box. Lower Exercise: Read each question. Then draw a

line under the sentence that answers it.



Draw a line under the words you find.

Find all the th-words.

this she three tree

here the whoo there

they that their then

what stop tail talk

Find all the wh-words

what that whoo too

woods who make who

where went where wake

with nest honey what

Find all the p-words.

pull school put puppies

box party but after

looked day pigs pony

store buzz cold frog

Find all the s-words

store reach some boom

singing soon went sat

wood said come saw

soldiers tail so sun
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Directions
:
(To be used with pages 100-103 of the First Reader.) This exercise is self-explanatory.



The Candy Dog

Billy had a candy dog.

It had a candy tail.

Billy called, “Oh! Mother!

This dog is very funny.

He has two eyes.

He has some legs.

But look at his tail.

Shall I keep this little dog?”

But Billy ate the tail.

Do this.

Find legs in the story. Draw a line under keep.

Draw a line under legs. Draw a line under ate.

Draw a line under called.

1. Billy said, “Shall I the candy dog?”

knock know keep

2. The little dog looked
'

funny.

very leg ate

3. Billy said, “Look at little tail.”

has his him

4. Billy ___ the candy dog’s tail.

are and ate
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^Directions: (To be used with pages 102-105 of the First Reader.) Upper Exercise: Read the story, then colour the
picture. Lower Exercise: Read each sentence. Then find the word that makes the sentence true and draw a
line under it.



Draw a line under the words you find.

Find all the g-words.

going

singing

hiding

go

coon

good

soon

woods

give

have

your

give

SO

no

go

me

Find all the n-words.

next leg nest climb

smell not store come

woods ate next nose

not day keep no

Find all the p-words.

party your pull liked

climbed puppy but pull

reach black put tell

honey puppies just pony

Find all the s-words.

stay sing dinner- see

come some candy wake

some were heard drum

sat soon soldier tried
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Directions: (To be used with pages 103-105 of the First Reader.) These exercises are self-explanatory.



Yes— No

1. You can buy a drum in a toy store. Yes No

2. A toy soldier can run away. Yes No

3. The candy dog looked very funny. Yes No

4. Anne’s doll was in a box. Yes No

5. A candy dog can run away. Yes No

6. Boys and girls like candy. Yes No

7. The candy dog had legs. Yes No

8. Mother wanted to keep the candy dog. Yes No

9. The dog was called Billy. Yes No

10. Baby ate her pretty doll. Yes No

11. The doll was in a big box. Yes No

12. Candy dogs are made for us to eat.
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Yes No

Directions
:
(To be used after page 105 of the First Reader.) Read each sentence carefully. If it is true, draw a line

under Yes. If it is not true, draw a line under Ar

o.



dog candy box please back

back store day soldiers began

buy singing dog something book

box surprise drum singing boom

soldiers day called leg liked

squirrel boy candy drum lost

puppy box could dinner long

please buy came dog leg

when dog came swim liked

what drum called store know

that day comes sat knock

liked box keep back keep

are day lost looked keep

ate let called liked book

and lost come very buy

buy leg when lost boom
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Word Recognition Test No. VII. Directions: (To be used after page 105 of the First Reader.) Directions for

giving this test will be found on page 112 of this Workbook.



Draw a line under circus. Draw a line under tricks.
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Directions: (To be used with pages 106-108 of the First Reader.! Colour the pictures as you like.



The Circus

A circus is coming.

Bob and Nancy are going to see it.

Father will take them.

Bob said, “Oh! Mother!

Jack and Jean will want to go.”

Nancy said, “May they go with us?”

Mother said,
‘

‘Youmay askthem, Bob.”

So Bob wrote a letter to Jack and Jean.

Do this.

Find ask in the story. Draw a line under wrote.

Draw a line under ask. Draw a line under letter.

1. The circus is

hiding singing coming

2. Bob a letter to Jack and Jean.

with wrote woods

3. Bob said, “Jack and Jean will to go.”

want wrote will

4. Mother said, “You may Jack and Jean.”

and ask are

5. Here is the Bob wrote.

letter lost laughed
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Directions: (To be used with pages 108 109 of the First Reader.) Upper Exercise: Read the story and colour the

picture. Lower Exercise: Read each sentence. Then find the word that makes the sentence true and draw a

line under it.



Jack and Jean’s Letter

Dear Bob and Nancy,

We can come on Saturday.

We want to see you.

We want to see your surprise.

Father can not bring us in the car.

So we will come on the bus.

Good-bye,

Jack and Jean

Do this.

Find dear . Draw a line under car.

Draw a line under dear. Draw a line under bus.

Draw a line under Saturday.

1. Who wrote a letter?

Nancy Jean Billy

2. Who will ride on the bus?
Tom and Don Jack and Jean

3. What did they want to see?

the Saturday the surprise

4. When were they going?

on Saturday the surprise
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Bob

Bob and Nancy

the singing

the singing

Directions: (To be used with pages 110-111 of the First Reader.) Upper Exercise: This exercise is self-explanatory.

Lower Exercise: Read each question. Then draw a line under the word or phrase that answers the question.



Jack and Jean

It was Saturday morning.

Nancy said, “Here is the bus!

Here are Jack and Jean.”

“Hello, Jack! Hello, Jean!” said Bob.

“We are glad you could come.

We are going to the circus.

Father is going to take us.”

“Oh! Oh!” said Jack and Jean.

“We want to see the circus.

We want to see the elephants.”

Do this.

Find Hello in the story. Draw a line under glad.

Draw a line under Hello. Draw a line under elephants.

1. “Here is the ,” said Nancy.

but buy bus
/

2. Bob said, “We are it is Saturday.”

glad good girl

3. Father will us to the circus.

talk tried take

4. Jean said, “I want to a red balloon.

big buy Bob

5. Jack said, “I what I want to see.”

knock ker-chug know
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Directions: (To be used with pages 114-115 of the First Reader.) Upper Exercise: This exercise is self-explanatory.

Lower Exercise: Read each sentence. Then find the word that makes the sentence true and draw a line under it.



Circus Animals

Here are some circus animals.

One animal is on a ball.

This is a baby elephant.

He wants to find his mother.

Frisk is a black and white dog.

The clown is his friend.

Frisk is a trick dog.

He rides in a little car.

The elephant saw Frisk.

He will put Frisk on his back.

Here is a funny clown.

He has on a paper hat.

Do this.

Find clown in the story.

Draw a line under clown.

Draw a line under Frisk.

Draw a line under friend.

Draw a line under paper.

Draw a line under white.

Pirections: (To be used with pages 119-121 of the First Reader.) Here are some little stories. Read each one, then
draw a line from the story to the picture that it tells about.



Frisk and the Postman

Here comes the postman. This is Frisk.

He has some letters. Frisk is a little dog.

He has some papers, too. He is black and white.

He may have a letter for me. He has no home.

I like to get letters. Frisk likes the postman.

Do you? The postman is his friend.

Do this.

Find postman in the story. Draw a line under postman.

Here comes

the snow man.

the postman,

the soldiers.

a little pony.

Frisk is a little dog.

a little bird.

some candy.

The postman has some apples.

some letters.
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to get a letter.

I like to get a like.

to get a laugh.

Directions: (To be used with pages 121-123 of the First Reader.) Upper Exercise: Read each part of the story.

Then find the picture that it tells about and draw a line to it. Lower Exercise: Read the beginning of each

sentence. Then draw a line under the phrase that makes the sentence true.



Jack threw a paper to Frisk.

Frisk took it to the postman.

Every time Frisk saw the

monkey he said, “Bow-wow,

bow-wow.”

Here are two little monkeys.

They have two big balloons.

Bob said, “See the monkey
drop the balloon!”

Here are two tigers.

They can not get out.

Look at the little bear.

He is fast asleep.

Do this.

Find threw in the story.

Draw a line under threw.

Draw a line under took.

Draw a line under drop.

Draw a line under tigers.

Draw a line under every.

Directions : (To be used with pages 122-124 of the First Reader. ) Here are some little stories. Read each one, then
draw a line from the story to the picture that it tells about.



He was in the circus.

He looked very funny.

He did funny tricks, too.

He tried to ride the pony.

Who was this?

He was black and white.

The clown was his friend.

He liked to do tricks.

The boys and girls laughed at him.

Who was this?

He was in the circus.

He was very big.

He put Frisk on his back.

The boys and girls liked him.

Who was this?

They were little animals.

They were in the circus, too.

They had long tails.

They had two big balloons.

Who were they?
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Directions: (To be used with pages 125-128 of the First Reader.)

tells about and draw a line to it.

Read each riddle, then find the picture each riddle



Circus Fun.

The boys and girls saw a

The clown ran and ran.
i
4

Then down he went.

The children saw
many circus animals.

They liked

the elephants best.

Do this.

Find many in the story. Draw a line under best.

Draw a line under many. Draw a line under children.

1. What animals did the children like best?

the tigers the monkeys the elephants

2. What did the children see?

many apples many animals many soldiers

3. Who did funny tricks?

the elephant the clown the tiger
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own

Directions: (To be used with pages 129-131 of the First Reader.) Upper Exercise: Read the story, then colour the
picture. Lower Exercise: Read each question, then find the phrase that answers it, and draw a line under it.



Score

1

This is a big circus animal.

2

This is a big bus.

The postman threw a paper.
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Comprehension Test No. IV. Directions: (To be used after page 131 of the First Reader.) Have the children use

markers as directed in the Sentence Recognition Tests. Say: 1. Look at the pictures in the first row. 2. Read

the sentence below. 3. Draw a line under the picture that the sentence tells about. Let the children continue

in this way without further directions.



7

Here is a tiger.

9

Frisk took the paper to the boy.

Find the balloon man.
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Directions: Comprehension Test No. IV continued.



ask drop glad car animals

leg glad hear boy Saturday

car give home children elephant

bus good hello but children

elephant elephant please paper white

asleep circus paper where found

please cars tricks when friend

Saturday clown clown white Frisk

friend Frisk Frisk drop paper

tricks friend dear tiger postman

threw elephant drum took please

take threw drop take animals

many postman many many every

bees tricks make children postman

boat tiger made from hello

best tiptoed tiger friend friend
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Word Recognition Test No. VIII. Directions : (To be used after page 131 of the First Reader.) Directions for giving

this test will be found on page 112 of this Workbook.



coming

every

tricks

very

tricks

circus

came

cold

afraid

animals

about

circus

dear

took

talk

take

animals

hiding

coming

circus

ask letter where coming ask

and tiger wrote liked hear

are tricks when look dear

take take tricks letter day

Find the little word in the big word. Draw a line around it.

an is let sat

animal his letter Saturday

some to be out

something to-morrow began about
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Directions: (To be used after page 131 of the First Reader.) Upper Exercise: Word Recognition Test No. VIII

continued from page 96. Lower Exercise: Find a little word in each big word and draw a line around it.



Jack’s Friend

A man had a big airplane.

He was Jack’s friend.

He flew over the farm every day.

One day Jack said, “I have a letter.

It is from the airplane man.”

Mother said, “Open your letter.

Open it and read it to us.”

So Jack opened his letter.

Do this.

Find flew in the story. Draw a line under open.

Draw a line under flew. Draw a line under opened.

Draw a line under over.

Draw a line under the words you find.

Find all the y-words.

you little your yellow

let yellow joke you

yes letter yes your

Find all the th-words.

them hear what threw

there then that tried

where when the they
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Directions: (To be used with pages 132-133 of the First Reader.) These exercises are self-explanatory.



What Was It?

Jack said, “Oh, Jean!

See what fell from the airplane!”

A box fell to the ground.

Jack and Jean ran to get it.

It was a little box for Jack.

It was from his friend.

Jean said, “Open it, Jack!”

Jack opened the box.

What did they see?

Do this.

Find fell in the story.

Draw a line under fell.

Draw a line under ground.

1. The airplane man flew the farm.

out open over

2. One day Jack saw something

drum drop down

3. It to the ground.

for from fell

4. Jack and Jean ran to the box.

give get ground.

5. It was a little for Jack.

box boy bee
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Directions: (To be used with pages 134-137 of the First Reader.) Upper Exercise: This exercise is self-explanatory.
Lower Exercise: Read each sentence. Then find the word that makes the sentence true and draw a line under it.



Trigger

Billy had a little dog.

He could run very fast.

So Billy called him Trigger.

Billy made a house for Trigger.

Trigger liked his little house.

He liked to sleep in it.

Here is Trigger’s house.

One day Trigger was in his house.

He heard “Buzz, buzz, buzz.”

Up went his head.

He looked all around.

He said, “What is that?

What do I hear?”

This is Trigger.

Trigger looked all around.

Do you know what he found?

Do this.

Find Trigger in the story. Draw a line under head.

Draw a line under Trigger.
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Directions: (To be used with pages 138-142 of the First Reader.) Draw a line from each part of the story to the

picture that it tells about.



Directions: (To be used with pages 143-151 of the First Reader.) Colour the pictures, then cut on line A to make
two Easter Cards that fold in the center.



Dear Easter Rabbit

With eggs red and blue.

Here’s a glad Easter wish.

We made it for you.

He has eggs in his basket.

For you and for me.

He comes in the night.

Now who can he be?

Look on the back

and you will see.
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Directions: Continued from page 101.



Directions: Colour the pictures. (This page may be used'to teach the alphabet using in large part, the vocabu-

lary of the text.)



Directions: Continued from page 103.



friend over open wish

fell open opened wake

flew out found flew

open wish basket fell

opened basket found Trigger

found hiding Trigger every

ground have Easter Easter

dinner head Mary Frisk

Mary ever round found

Many ground spring from

May night going flew

night many garden fell

many head Easter garden

Easter flew wrote over

garden fly white open

basket fell wish opened
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Word Recognition Test No. IX. Directions: (To be used after page 151 of the First Reader.) Directions for giving

this test will be found on page 112 of this Workbook.



The ball The basket

The bear sat in the tree. The box had eggs in it.

The boat The book

The cow The turtle

The frog was in the circus. The train likes the water.

The clown The table

The dolls The boys

The drum went boom, boom. The birds play with dolls.

The ducks The girls

afraid of the tree. in the water.

The bear was afraid of the honey. The eggs were on the ground.

afraid of the bees. in the basket.

“Buzz, buzz, buzz.” on the farm.

The bees said, “Quack, quack.” The tiger was in the circus.

“Ker-chug.” in the garden.
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Directions: (To be used after page 151 of the First Reader.) Cover-all Test. Upper Exercise: Draw a line under

the phrase that makes each sentence true. Lower Exercise: Read the beginning of each sentence. Then draw
a line under the phrase that makes the sentence true.



Score

Draw a line under the words you find.

1. Find all the th-words.

them that talk the

who what then threw

then two too flew

his three make trick

2. Find all the wh-words.

where very who that

with every near what

what when way white

will wish man whoo

3. Find all the s-words. 4. Find all the h-words-.

see was hear come

bee saw fee home

three and her head

soon one sun his

5. Find all the n-words. 6. Find all the d-words.

no fell day boom

now nose may dear

moo best dog took

our nest toy down
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Cover-all Test. This exercise is self-explanatory.



1 .

2 .

3 .

4 .

5 .

6 .

7 .

8 .

9 .

10 .

Score

Tom said, “Please come and me find my hat.”

here his help

The puppy had a

boy ball blue

Tom and Don were to play in the snow.

good girl going

Don’s puppy was of the snow man.

afraid round about

The little duck could its tail.

wanted wish wiggle

Don said, “I will you on my sleigh.”

play pull paper

Nancy said, “Now we can a bird house.”

made many make

The boys and girls will apples to school.

bring boom began

Nancy saw something go way and that way.

them then this

The little bear said, “I will this tree.”

could candy climb
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Cover-all Test continued. Directions: Read each sentence. Then find the word that makes the sentence true

and draw a line under it.



Yes - No

Score

0. Are apples good to eat? Yes No

1. Can a puppy climb a tree? Yes No

2. Can a rabbit jump? Yes No

3. Do bears like honey? Yes No

4. Can a toy duck eat corn? Yes No

5. Can a rabbit' live up in a tree? Yes No

6. Do birds make nests in trees? Yes No

7. Can a duck wiggle its tail? Yes No

8. Can a candy dog walk? Yes No

9. Can airplanes go up, up, up? Yes No

10. Do tigers go to school? Yes No

11. Do you go to bed at night? Yes No

12. Do monkeys live in the garden? Yes No
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Cover-ali Test continued. Read each sentence carefully. If it is true, draw a line under Yes. If it is not true,

draw a line under No.



Score

1 . Who was Trigger?

a red balloon a pretty doll a little dog

2. What did Trigger want to do to the bee?

watch it smell it keep it.

3. Where did Trigger run?

after the airplane after the train after the hens

4. What did the Easter Rabbit have in his basket?

some honey some eggs some cake

5. When did the Easter Rabbit come?

tomorrow on Saturday in the night

6. Where did the robins make their nests?

in the tree in the school in the drum

7. Where can boys and girls see elephants?

on the farm in the woods in the circus

8. What can you buy in a toy store? '

a little red drum a baby chick a birthday cake

9. What can a little bear do?

climb a tree bring a chair go to school

10. When do you go to bed?

at school at the circus at night
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Cover-all Test continued. Directions: Read each question. Then draw a line under the phrase that answers it.



DIRECTIONS FOR GIVING THE TESTS IN THIS WORKBOOK

SENTENCE RECOGNITION TESTS

The Sentence Recognition Tests appearing on pages 8 and 34-35 are designed to measure the ability of pupils

to recognize sentences that have been presented in the corresponding units of the First Reader
, Level One.

Directions

:

1. Furnish each child with a strip of paper to be used as a marker.

2. Place the marker so that only the first two sentences can be seen.

3. Say: a. There are two sentences in each box. b. Find the sentence I read. c. Then draw a line under it.

Procedure: (Page 8. Test No. I)

1. Draw a line under

—

Bob said, "Guess what ' I have, Nancy!" (Use this sentence as a practice exercise

to show the children how to draw a line under the sentence read. This sentence should not be included

in scoring.)

2. Move your marker down so that you can see the next two sentences. (See that the markers are properly

placed each time.)

3. DraW a line under

—

Nancy said, " Is it a turtle, Bob?” (Do not assist the children except to encourage
them to draw a line under one of the sentences.)

4. Continue with the remaining exercises, as follows:

a. Move your marker down.

b. Find the sentence I read.

c. Draw a line under it. (Read the following sentences.)

2. Nancy said, "I will guess again.”

3. The duck can wiggle its tail.

4. Nancy said, "I give up!”

5. The little duck came from the farm.

6. The duck was afraid of the puppy.

5. Check and score. (Score is number right.)

6. Examine the children’s responses to determine individual needs and give further practice in sentence

recognition in this first unit, if needed.

Direct the Tests on pages 34-35 in the same manner. Read the following sentences:

Sentence Recognition Test No. II

PAGES 34-35—0.

1 .

2 .

3.

4.

5.

6 .

"Look at the snow!” said Don.
We will have fun to-morrow.

"I will pull them,” said Don.
He has two big black eyes.

Our puppies do not like him.

Come here, puppies! Come here!

The puppies jumped at him.

7. Bob and Nancy played with the duck.

8. The puppies will play at home.
9. The puppies were happy now.

10. Mother said, "You can not play in here.”

11. The puppies wanted to play with the ball.

12. The snow was a surprise for Tom and Don.

11X1



WORD RECOGNITION TESTS

The Word Recognition Tests appearing on pages 9, 25, 36, 51, 64, 75, 84, 96, 105, include the words that

have been introduced in each preceding unit.

Directions: (Page 9, Test No. I)

1. Furnish each child with a marker, as in the Sentence Recognition Tests. It is advisable to give several

examples of the test in the same form on the blackboard before the children begin to mark their test

papers to be sure the technique of the test is clear

2. Say—Look at the words in the first box.

Find of.

Draw a line under of.

(Continue in this way for the following words.)

Page 9

of do its not came
guess turtle know wiggle from
swim tail puppy went now
give afraid again rabbit but

3. Check and score. (The score is the number right.)

4. Examine the children’s responses to determine individual needs and give further individual practice

on the words missed.
.

Direct the Tests on pages 23, 36, 51, 64, 75, 84, 96, 105 in the same manner. Use the following words:

PAGE 23—Test No. II PAGE 36—Test No. Ill

hat so his then hear Mr. happy them our ride

Mrs. some about just tell put sleighs near sun joke

water let corn laughed something nose eyes stay black Christmas

who could crying their were long pull jumped surprise tomorrow

PAGE 51—Test No. IV PAGE 64--Test No. V

tree eggs her birds soon sat no bee bear voice

nest yes eat rain very knock smells tiptoed honey until

way back that robin your climb began hole tried reach

apples bring spring hiding singing high coon climbed squirrel cry

PAGE 75—Test No. VI PAGE 84--Test No. VII

heard moo lost asleep buzz buy store drum soldiers boom
morning bee coon whoo squirrel please box candy dog liked

dinner climbed into wake ker-chug when day called swim keep

cry woods saw his after ate leg when very keep

PAGES 96-97—Test No. VIII PAGE 105--Test No. IX

car glad hello children Saturday flew over opened fell

elephant clown paper white friend ground head Trigger Easter

threw Frisk drop took postman Mary night garden found

best tiger many friend every basket flew wish open

very circus animals take coming
ask tricks wrote letter dear

The Cover-all Tests, pages 108-110 are self-explanatory.
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